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Chancellorsville was a more brilliant battle than Ney's I
will not contradict you. ... Or perhaps I will, because
Ney was pretty wonderful. . . . But, anyhow, Jackson wins
out on his last words.
But I am anxious not to present the aspect of a fanatic
because fanatics do harm to the causes that have the mis-
fortune to be espoused by them. . . . Or most times. It is
as well to say with no uncertain voice that every soldier,
general, or impressed private, is a murderer. Every human
being who in the future shall employ against his fellow-man
any lethal weapon. The soldier is not less guilty than the
gangster; he belongs to a larger organization that is all.
But that being said it would be idle to add that it is not
lawful to analyse and prefer this or that humanity or ex-
pediency of war. Lee deserves well of mankind because he
observed the laws of war and the dictates of humanity. . . .
They are the "dictates" of humanity, not merely laws or
international agreements. Every man in the world is made
better by the record of the observation of those dictates. It
is unnecessary to tell the world that the writer who recorded
the action of Sir Philip Sidney at Zutphen is doing more
for humanity than the brilliant short-story writer whom I
won't name because he invented and applauded an Allied
civilian who refused water to a dying German because of
the Belgian atrocities. Quite good writers will write like
that when wars are on. . . . That is one reason why one
should not wage wars.
§
And, looking at the matter merely from the military point
of view, it is merely silly to say that the butchering of civilians
shortens wars and is therefore more humane. . . . Or
burning their houses or crops or furniture or clothing. I
suppose that if you completely wiped out a whole nation,
civilians plus armed forces, you might stop a war. But,
horrible as they are, modern methods of war are not as
efficient as all that—and not-quite-stamped-out peoples
develop a philoprogenitiveness, a tenacity of purpose, a
vindictiveness. * . . A ruthless conqueror may well shiver

